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Abstract

Dartboard design can be seen as an instance of the travelling salesman problem with maximum costs. This paper
simple yet optimal greedy algorithm to arrange numbers on both circular dartboards and linear hoopla boards. As a
identifies a class of polynomially solvable travelling salesman problems.
 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Dartboard design [5,6] concerns the assignmen
numbers to sectors of a circular board. For exam
the traditional arrangement is shown in Fig. 1.

As thrown darts tend to land in either the aime
at sector, or an adjacent one, a game of dart
arguably more exciting, the more adjacent pairs
numbers differ. Thus, given a bag of numbersA =
{|a1, a2, . . . , an|} to arrange around the circumferen
of a dartboard, for a particular permutations =
α1α2 . . .αn of A we define the functionrisk s =∑n

i=1|αi − αi−1|q , whereα0 ≡ αn and q is a real
constant such thatq � 1. Note that bags are use
because the numbers to be arranged may no
distinct, and as board rotations and reflections do
affect risk, it does not matter which sector is liste
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Fig. 1.

first, nor whether the numbers are listed in clockw
or counter-clockwise order. Asq � 1, more weight is
given to larger differences between adjacent numb

A frequently considered measure of good dartbo
design is the functionrisk, and thus we define th
dartboard design problem:

.
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Given a bagA of numbers and a real constant
q � 1, it is required to produce a permutation of
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placed next to the smallest-numbered arc end, or the
minimum, placed next to the largest-numbered arc
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the numbers inA that maximises the value of th
functionrisk.

Thus the dartboard design problem is an instanc
a maximum-cost Travelling Salesman Problem (TS

Circular arrangements of numbers have been c
sidered previously by several authors: Eiselt and
porte [4] used a branch-and-bound algorithm [1]
find optimal arrangements of the standard dartbo
numbers{1,2, . . . ,20} for q = 1,2, revealing that the
traditional dartboard arrangement is good with resp
to this measure, but not optimal. Chao and Liang
analysed circular permutations ofn distinct numbers
with q = 1, giving an exact characterization of bo
maximum and minimum arrangements with resp
to the functionrisk. Subsequently, Cohen and Tonk
[3] analysed optimal arrangements for general b
(rather than sets) of numbers, using a string reve
algorithm.

This paper uses a different algorithm to gener
optimal dartboard designs: a simple greedy algorith
This results in an easy verification of the optimal
of certain arrangements, and the algorithm can a
be adapted to linear (hoopla) boards, yielding sim
results. It follows that this particular TSP can be
solved in polynomial time.

2. A greedy algorithm

Let A be a bag of real numbers to be arrang
around a dartboard. A greedy algorithm to perform
arranging can be described as follows:

Initially, the minimum (�A) or maximum (�A) of
the numbers is selected, to form a partial arc
the dartboard (a sequence of length 1). A comp
board is then constructed by repeatedly addin
number to either end of the partial arc, until
numbers are used up. These numbers are chos
a greedy fashion, so as to always make the big
possible difference between the number selec
and the number it is placed next to.

Note that each number placed (after the first) w
either be the maximum of the remaining numbe
end. The algorithm runs in O(n logn) time for a bag
of n numbers: an initial sorting of the numbers tak
O(n logn), and the greedy algorithm takes O(n).

The proof of the greedy algorithm’s correctne
requires the following lemma:

Lemma. Let lmin, lmax, rmin, rmax, q be real numbers,
with q � 1.

If lmin � lmax and rmin � rmax, then

|lmax− rmin|q + |lmin − rmax|q
� |lmax− rmax|q + |lmin − rmin|q. (1)

Proof. For c � 0 and q � 1, define the function
f (x) = (x + c)q − xq , and note thatf is non-
decreasing and non-negative in the rangex � 0. As the
required inequality (1) is symmetrical, we can withou
loss of generality assume thatlmax � rmax. There are
then three cases:

Case lmin � rmin � rmax� lmax:
Let a = rmin − lmin, c = rmax− rmin andb = lmax−

rmax, so thata, b, c � 0. Then (1)≡ (b + c)q + (a +
c)q � bq + aq ≡ f (b) + f (a) � 0, which is true asf
is non-negative for non-negative values.

Case rmin � lmin � rmax� lmax:
Let a = lmin − rmin, b = rmax− lmin andc = lmax−

rmax, so thata, b, c � 0. Then (1)≡ (a + b + c)q +
bq � cq + aq � (a + c)q � cq + aq ≡ f (a) � f (0),
which is true asf is non-decreasing.

Case rmin � rmax� lmin � lmax:
Let a = rmax − rmin, b = lmin − rmax, c = lmax −

lmin, so thata, b, c � 0. Then (1)≡ (a+b+c)q +bq �
(b + c)q + (a + b)q ≡ f (a + b) � f (b), which is true
asf is non-decreasing.�

We may now prove that the greedy algorithm solv
the dartboard design problem:

Proof. Given a bag of real numbersA to arrange
on a dartboard, we first note that the choice of
minimum (�A) or maximum (�A) as the first numbe
on the board is feasible, as this still leaves availa
all possible arrangements. Secondly, as the gre
algorithm progresses, the following invariant holds

∀α ∈ s: (α � �U) ∨ (α � �U) (2)
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wheres is the sequence of numbers placed on the dart-
board so far, andU is the bag of remaining unplaced
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numbers. The invariant holds initially because eit
s contains solely�A andU = A − {|�A|}, or s con-
tains solely�A and U = A − {|�A|}. The invariant
is maintained during the algorithm, as the maxim
or minimum number inU is selected at each step a
added tos.

Now consider a partial dartboard arrangeme
during the progress of the algorithm, after zero or m
greedy choices have been made. It suffices to show
if the arrangement so far can be completed optim
with respect to the functionrisk, then performing the
greedy choice retains this property.

Let the greedy step choose to add the numberai (of
the remaining numbers inU ) to the partial dartboard
arrangement so far,s. As the situation is symmetrica
without loss of generality suppose thatai = �U and
that the greedy step appendsai to the end of the
sequences, as sai . Taking aj as the last number in
s, aj must be less than or equal to the first num
of s, because otherwise the greedy choice would h
chosen to putai next to the first number ins. In
addition, for allak ∈ U , aj � ak � ai , becauseai =
�U and the above invariant holds.

Now consider any optimal completion ofs (not
necessarily involving greedy choices). Ifai is not
placed next toaj in this arrangement, this completio
must be of the form shown in Fig. 2.

It may be thatal is the first number in the sequen
s, or al ∈ U , but in either case, as noted abo
aj � al . This completed dartboard is now “cu
in two places: betweenaj and ak, and between
al and ai . The arc aktai is then reversed within
the dartboard arrangement, thus changing adjacen
number differences only ataj , ak and al, ai . Within

Fig. 2.
t
Fig. 3.

this new arrangement, asaj � al and ak � ai , use
of the above lemma assures that this is no wo
with respect to the functionrisk. Therefore the greed
choice can also lead to an optimal completion.�

Therefore, if the numbersx1 � x2 � · · · � xn are to
be arranged around a dartboard, then an arrangeme
of the form. . . x5xn−3x3xn−1x1xnx2xn−2x4xn−4 . . . is
clearly optimal, as it can be produced by the gre
algorithm. Here is this arrangement for the numb
{|1 . . .20|} (see Fig. 3).

3. Hoopla variations

Instead of using a circular board, one might
arranging numbers in a linear fashion. Such a bo
can be used for the common fairground game hoo
which involves throwing hoops over target pegs, wh
each have different scores. The same principles
risk and excitement can be said to apply simila
to hoopla, and therefore a hoopla proprietor mi
be interested in maximising the functionrisk2 s =∑n

i=2 |αi − αi−1|q , for a particular permutations =
α1α2 . . .αn of a bag of numbers.

Exactly the same greedy algorithm works for th
variation: first selecting the maximum or minimu
number, and then at each step, adding a numbe
the end of the board segment so far to form
largest possible difference. This time, the sequenc
not regarded as circular. The same argument is u
to prove the correctness of this algorithm: the “a
reversal” step on the optimal completion (complet
to a linear dartboard) is performed in exactly the sa
way as if it were representing a circular dartboard.
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The hoopla proprietor gets a similar result to
the dartboard arranger: for example, the arrangement
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some time [2,3], this presentation makes use of a new
algorithm, which is a greedy algorithm. This results
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. . . x5xn−3x3xn−1x1xnx2xn−2x4xn−4 . . . is one possi-
ble optimal solution produced by the greedy algorit
from the numbersx1 � x2 � · · · � xn, with the exact
ends of the sequence being dictated by the last ste
the greedy algorithm.

A more cunning hoopla proprietor, wishing
lower competitors’ scores to avoid giving away priz
might think that a better model for the hoopla boa
would be 0s0 (where s is a sequence giving a
permutation of the original bag of numbers), as a
hoops thrown past the end of the board score
anyway.

Note that such a linear board 0s0 has the same ris
as the circular arrangement described bys0. Thus, if
the numbers to be arranged on the linear board
all non-negative, the greedy algorithm for the circu
board can be used, if it starts from the partial arc
size 1 containing 0.

Thus the arrangements produced by this sec
variation are of a different form, with the extrem
numbers at the ends, not in the middle. For exam
0xnx1xn−2 . . . xn−3x2xn−10 is one possible optima
arrangement produced by the greedy algorithm fr
the numbersx1 � x2 � · · · � xn.

4. Conclusion

Whilst knowledge of optimal dartboard arrang
ments with respect to this measure has existed
f

in a short proof and simple identification of optim
arrangements.

It is already known that the dartboards problem c
be formulated as a maximum-cost travelling salesm
problem, from Eiselt and Laporte [4]. Thus this pap
identifies a class of travelling salesman proble
solvable in polynomial time.
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